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FOREWORDi
This study was undertaken as part of an investigation of navig&tion

within the solar system by optical means. The objective of the inv.-

tigation i to evaluate the suitability of varions physical phenomena

i as -ources of navigational information and to estimate the accuracy of

gnavigational information obtained by various techniques. The work was

supported under Contract No. AF 33(616)-7413 by the Navigational and

Guidance Laboratory, Wright Air Development Division, Air Research and

Development Command, United States Air Force.I
The present report is one of a series of three entitled:

Satellite Navigation by Terrestrial Occultations of Stars

I. General Considerations Neglecting Atmospheric Refraction and
Extinction by Ali M. Naqvi (CCA Tech. Report 62-18-A).

II. Considerations Relating to Refraction and Extinction by

IAli M. Naqvi (GCA Tech. Report 62-21-A).

III. Interference Due to Brightness of Earth's Atmosphere by

Rollin C. Jones and Alt M. Naqvi (GCA Tech. Report 62-22-A).
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IABSTRACT

The radiance of the earth's atmosphere due to day and night

airglow, noctilucent clouds, aurorae and Rayleigh scattering of the

I iLght from the sun and the moon is investigated and compared with

the radiation received from some typical stars. Daytime observations

of star occultations are ruled out on account of the very large

radiance due to the scattering of sunlight. For nighttime observattons

the radiance due to night airglow and scattering of moonlight, espec-

ially near the full-moon phase, is likely to be troublesome.

.
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ISECTION 1

IINTRODUCTION

Natural backgrounds may interfere with the detection process in-

Ivolved in monitoring a stellar signal required for satellite avigation.

During vehicle trajectory varying radiative backgrounds may occur within

the system's field-of-vicvy depending on field-of-view, detectivity, took

direction, spectral region and intensity levels of the phenomena encoun-

tered. Principal phenomena contributing to optical intensity and wave-

I length variations in background radiance observed by satellite-borne

instrumentation are specifically attributed to:

(1) Solar radiation reflected by the earth's surface and various

cloud layers including noctilucent clouds additive to Rayleigh and Mie

solar scatter'ng by the molecules and aerosols present in the atmosphere.

(2) Thermal radiation (present day or night) emitted by the earth,

multiple cloud formations and the many molecular species that conutitute

q the atmosphpre.

I (3) Noctuinal radiative sources such as stellar, auroraland air-

glow backgrounds, the latter originating from aa mzitting layer in the

vicinity of 100 km.
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Scattering of solar radiation by atmospheric aerosols and moleculeb

is one contributing factor to radiance backgrounds in the visible and

near infrared region (below 3 microns) during daylight hours. At ni.jht

the background levels are lesn by 5 or 6 orders of magnitude in this spectral

range and i-einfluenced mainly by lunar elevation and phase, frequent

auroral activity at the polar latitudes, airglow emissions and other

background sources.

Beyond 3 microns, where scattering falls off rapidly with wave-

length, thermal emission by the atmosphere b-comes dominant. A 3000K

blackbody distribution (ambient temperature of earth) at sea level and

a 213°K blackbody at 30 km altitude are approximations LC, this condition

within the 3 to 2000 micron interval. This radiation is present during

the day or night and the diurnal variation is that expected from the

changing temperature, and the differing optical depths in window and

absorption regions.

Low altitude clouds (less than 20 km) illuminated by the g'.

reflect strongly in the visible and near infrared wavelengths as viewedi
from satellite altitudes and emit blackbody radiation at the longer

wavelengths. Direct sunlight falling on a cloud of 80% refle.-t'vity may

produce radiances of 10 2 watts/cm -micron-steradian, or higher for ex-

treriely thick clouds or those with specular-like reflectivity properties

due to the illumination geometry or cloud structure.

I3



Satellite systems, under certain circumstances, may not only detict

desired stellar radlation but aIso line and band emissions that originate

at airglow layer altitudes. Visible airglow radiation may emit at

intensity levels undesirable in terms of stellar signal to background

raLios associated with an optical detection system. The majority of

airglow emissions are in the vicinity of 100 kin; thus systems operating

at satellite altitudes and looking at a stellar background below a line-

of-sight tangent to the uppermost layers will incur airglow within the

field of view. Therefore, detection in the direction of large naoir

angles and where the line-of-sight is above the absorbing the scattering

atmosphere incurs radiance principally attributed to day, twilight and

night airglow.

Optical interference effects due to noctilucent clouds may also

occur when attempting to operate agaiast stellar backgrounds in the

general vicinity of the earth and especially when passing over high

northern latitude regions during the summer months. Noctilucent cloud

formations occurring near 80 km may scatter solar radiation in the

visible with spectral radiance as high as 10-5 watts/cm2 - micron-

steradian at 0.54. Based on noctilucent cloud observations it is evident

, that the cloud parameters vary considerably with latitude, time of day

season and to a lesser extent with altitude.

Auroral intensity sometimes fluctuates over wide limits or remains

steady in the form of a diffuise glow. Spectral fluctuation or the pos-

sibility of a dynamic spectral redistribution present potential
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difficulties in the stellar detection process. In general, aurora

radiates in the 100 km altitude region and may emit at an average in-

tensity level of 3.5 x 10-8 watts/cm 2-ster in the spectral range 0.3

to 0.5 microns. The greatest frequency of aurora occurs in two auroral

zones, a region 20 to 25 degrees approximately concentric about the

geomagnetic poles which in the Northern Hemisphere is in Northern

Greerland. The frequency of occurrence decreases sharply to the north

and south on either side of the zone concerned, falling to about 20% of

its peak value in a latitude change of 100.

Many of the natural backgrounds cescribed above may be neglected

in determining the extent of background interference during stellar

viewing. That is, the satellite navigation system geometry limits ob-

servation angles to lines-of-sight above the earth's surface, eliminating

backgrounds attributed to thermal emission and albedo of the earth. In

order to reduce distortions in the stellar signal created by atmospheric

refraction and scintillation and to avoid cloud reflection, look angles

may be further restricted to dirvctlon3 above these disturbing atmospheric

regions. Selection of the spectral wavelength region 0.3 to 0.5 microns

eliminates many infrared and ultraviolet radiations attiibuted to atmos-

pheric thermal emission, airglow, orone albedo and major portio:" If the

scattering atmosphere.

The followin sections described only those background radiations

which may interfere with stellar detection and concludes with a com-

parative study of optizal signal levels received by a satellite

Y 1 5Si



I navigation and point out the difficulties encountered during certain

satellite-stellar background geometries.
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I SECTION 2

NATURAL BACKGROUND

2. 1 AIRGLOW SPECTRAL FEATURES

Satellite systems will not only detect those radiations observable

from the ground, but also numerous other emission lines and bands that

originate at airglow layer altitudes and arc normally masked by absorp-

tion further down in the earth's atmosphere. Even though the airglow

layers emit at low levels of intensity when compared with such natural

atmospheric backgrounds as those attributed to thermal emission and

I solar scattering, many of the airglow features may still form principal

background radiance for certain stellar look angles in the direction of

large nadir angles. Of importance is the determination of any airglow

radiation in the 0.3 to 0.5g spectral region that may emit at intensity

levels undesirable in terms of ttellar signal-to-background ratios

associated with a detection system. Although nadir airglow radiance

will not be observed by stellar navigation systems, a descrip_ - of

all important airglow spectral features in the direction of nadir is

deemed necessary ab a reference since theae same emissions but with in-

creased intensity will be encountered for the satellite-stellar back-

ground geometries discussed in th.s report.

71
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Herzherg bands occurring in the spectral wavelength region 3000 to

4700 A are so close together that they have the appearance of a con-

tinuum with an average spectral radiance of about 4.0 x 10 watts/rm 2-

steradian for the nocturnal value.

N2+ ions may be produced oy particle bombardment. If there is such

a production, an intensity of about 4.0 x 10"14 watts/cm - ster may be

expected from the First Negative band system, most of which will appear

at 3914 A. Fishkova and Markova (1960) have performed sea-level 'bser-

vations of the N2 0 - 0 transition et 3914 A in the nocturnal airglow

spectrum.

Danilov (1961) attributes the occurrence of the NI lines to dis-

sociative recombination of N2+  ions. These lines, aside from the 5200A

line, include the 3466 A line with an intensity predicted at 9.2 x 10
"I1

watts/cm - steradian during the nighttime.

In addition to the line and band airglow spectrum of the nightglow,

a continuum exists (due to 0 and NO reactions) extending from just below

0.4p to about 0.7p. This green continuum has been observed (Packer, 1961)

with the emitting layers occurring at altitudes between 70 and 150 km.

Dayglow radiance may exceed ntghtgLow (Chamberlain, 1961) by a factor

of 20.

Table 2-1 is a summary of all known nocturnal airglow emissions in

the spectral wavelength region 0.3 to 0.5p detectable by satellite

systems. The table also gives some details regarding the spectral states

8I
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of the various atoms and molecules along with tbs average radiation

emitted by the various layers. Most of the emissions are variable and

only order of magnitude can be given for the average intensities at the

airglow layers.

In general, the majority of nocturnal airglow emissions also occur

during the twilight period. Even though some twilight emissicns show

enhancement, others remain relatively unchanged in intensity. Identifi-

cation of twilight features accompanied by average radiance values are

given in Table 2-1. The calcium resonance line, not observed in the

nightglow, is also shown in Table 2-1.

Except for the observation (Blamont and Donahue, L9b±) of the

dayglow Sodium D lines, numerous dayglow predicted features have not yet

been successfully observed via rocket and balloon attempts (Wallace, 1961)

and cannot be observed from the ground against the intense sky background.

j Dayglow is expected to present a spectral background similar to that of

the twilight and nightglow spectrum. Dayglow features are also given

in Table 2-I together with predicted dayglow intensities.

2. 2 LONG SLANT PATH AIRGLOW RADIANCE

1 Major variations iii radiance, spectral or spatial background para-

meters can possess directional characteristics depending on the altitude,

Ilook angle, and spectral region intrinsic in a jpace-based stellar detec-
j [tion system. Since airglow emission originates from uniform emitting

layers which surround the earth in the neighborbood of 100 km tititude,

I



an orbiting satellite looking straight down (nadir angle = 0 ) will see

minimum airglow rsdiation per unit solid angle. However, a detector

system with a small field of view at large nadir angles receives irra-

diance from much larger optical paths, such that it is possible for the

detector to view an airglow layer along an 800 km path length within

the layer. The result is an increase in intensity of bands and/or lines

(depending on the operational spectral region) by as much as a factor of

40 over the radiance from the nadir direction.

The extent of actual interference by the airglow background on

stellar detection depends solely on stellar background radiance levels

simultaneously encountered and the spatial distribution of all radiance.

In particular, the critical parameLers involved are the stellar back-

ground-satellite geometry and the spectral region in which the high

altitude satellite-borne detector may be performing. For instance, at

the longest airglow slant paths the primazy quiescent background

encountered, day or night, is attributed to airglow for the spectral

region 0.3 to 0.5g wherein scattered solar radiation diminishes since

the line-of-sight is above most of the scattering atmosphere. The

multitude of possible effects on a stellar navigation system detecting

a stellar field against a composite of natural day-night backgrounds is

discussed in the final section of this report (Section 3).

An average order of magnitude airglow radiance is estimated in this

section for the 0.3 to 0.5p spectral region as seen by a satellite



looking below a line-of-sight tangent to the top of emitting layers.

It is therefore desirable to compute the effect of long slant paths on

a given radiance distribution and to ultimately plot the airglow

radiance as a function of look angle (nadir angle) for a range of

vehicle altitudcs. (Tne long slant path results formulated in this

section and supplemented by the spectral radiance valLes given in

Section 2.1 accomplishes thls goal.)

The theoretical calculation of airlow background radiance,i2
N (watts/cm 2-ster) involves the summation of the volume radiance con-

tribution from each of the infinitesimai emitting volume elements

located along the line-of-sight provided the field of view is infinites-

I imal emitting volume elements located along the line-of-sight and provided

the field of view is infinitesimal (see Figure 2-lA),

t

N = Nnadir fo Ndi f N'dt (2-1)

where N nadir = nadir radiance emitted at the airglow layer in

watts/cm 2ster

N/  = normalized volume radiance (emission rate) inI v2
watte/cm -ster-km

di = elemental emitter along line-of-sight

L = depth in km of effective emitting airglow layer, i.e.,
long slant path length

t = effective layer thicleniss

I Figure 2-2 shows the satellite-airglow geometry and represents a typicalU

normalized altitude-volume radiance profile averaged from several rocket

!12
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i

profiles (Packer, 1961) and segmented into volume isoradiance contours

in order tu determine the average path length through th, curved emitling

airglow layer. Seasonal and latitudinal variance in the altitude pro-

file shape has little influence on the background radiance as seen fr.=

high altitudes, especially in view of the detector's altitude, relative

to layer depth and position. The selected average profile is adequate

for the determination of average radiance as a function of long slant

paths.

Since the functional dependence of emission on altitude is not

exactly formulated for long slant paths through a curved layer, the exact

formal integration becomes difficulc. Utilization of the airglow volume

isoradiance chart, however, eltiates the necessity for fmrmc! integra-

tion by substitution of a simple summation over a finite number of

average emitting volumes along the path length (see Figure 2-1B), an

approximation sufficipntly accurate for our purposes wherein we assume
average volume radiance for each uniform airglow elemental layer. The

required path lengths are easily calculated with trigonometric identities

utilizing known values for the airglow layer and satellite altitude, and

the earth's radius. Multip ying each increment of distance along the

line-of-sight measured bet%.een two contour lines by the average radiance

values of each sub.layer and uumming over the eatire path length gives

a total airglow -adiance effect. This lorg slant path effect on

radiance in terms of nadir radiance, N nadir( ts/m 2-ster ) is given in

I I Table 2-2 and is given for several satellite look angles and the altitudes

200, 600, 3100 and 5000 km. It is only necessary to substitute he

15
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II

desired absolute nadir radiance (Table 2-1) which for the 0.3 to 0.5!i

region is 6.0 x 10 watts/cm 2-ster (nightglow) and 6.4 x 10
-9 wattsicm2

-ster (dayglow).

2.3 NOCTILCENI CLOUD RADIANCE

Noctilucent cloud phenomenmis generally attributed to the

scattering of solar radiation from a layer of particles located at 85 km,

thus forming a natural background which may interfere with stellar detec-

tion. For instance Ludham (1957) and others (Mirtov, 1962; Hoffmeister,

1961) have discussed the accumulation of micrometeorite dust at 85 km

forming dusty layers which may be responsible for sea level cbservations

of noctilucent cloud phenomena. Rocket measurements (Mil.irov, 1962) in

the altitude region 80 to 100 km b've confirmed the existence of an

aerosol layer over the middle and northern latitudes of Russia.

Measurements on noctilucent clouds made from the ground have

yielded dust layer parameters of value to the analysis performed in this

section. Deinnendj±an and Vestine (1959) upon analyzing noct4liipnt cloud

spectra recorded by Grishin (1956) leduced that the effective particle

size may be as great as 0.4 microns and that an index of refraction of

1.33 explains the observed reflecting properties of the layer Witt (1960)

measuring the polarization of light from noctilucent clouds in two visible

spectral regions deduced a particle radius in the vicinity of 10" cm

provided an index of refraction of 1.33 is assumed. The upper limit of

* the particle size turns out to be 1.8 x 10-5 cm representing stony

particles corresponding to an index of refraction of 1.55. AMcording to

17
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Ludham (1957) high altitude dust layers consist of particles 10"6 to

10-5 cm and calculates particle densities to be 1 cm
-3 and 10-2 cm

3

I
respectively. Effective layer thickness (Mikirov, 1962) ranges from

3 to 10 km depending on latitude, concentration, season, etc. with tha

peak d, st concentration located ac altitudes (Hessvedt, 1961; Mikirov,

[ 1962) rangiug from 80 to 90 km.

Noctilucent clouds seem to occur only at high northern latitudes

during the sumner months and only at twilight. Clouds are seen from

I the ground under restricted viewing conditions so that it is difficult

g to imply the true spatial extent of so.,e clouds unless they are small.

That is to say, an existing cloud at 82 km in direct sunlight which is

dense enought scatter solar radiation oppreciably, may go undetected

at sea-level provided the brightness of the background due to atmos-

p pheric scattering is many orders of magnitude greater than the cloud

radiance. Also, those twilight solar rays passing through the earth's

absorbing atmospheres are not intense enough to scatter the amount of

energy required for detection at sea-level. Furthermore, adverse weather

or atmospheric haze often prevents the observation of noctilucent clouds.I
Satellite detection systems may encounter reflecting clouds during

I twilight and day periods under certain viewing conditions. Certainly a

vehicle in direct sunlight and looking at long slant paths may encounter

I reflected light from clouds, since Dackscattering of light into the

I satellite's line-of-sight can occur. Furthermore, a satellite located

on the dark side of the earth may also view at long slant paths

I
~18
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noctilucent cloud phenomena occurring over the twilight zone. For those

geometries where the look angle increases such that smaller and smaller

scattering angles are encountered, forward scattering of sunlight be-

comes appreciable. At the same time longer slant paths are incurred

which means larger quantities of scattering particles are along the

optical line-of-sight, greatly increasing the optical thicknPss.

Maximum cloud radiance expected as a function of satellite altitude

and look angle may be determined by performing an angular Mie scattering

analysis on a cloud model which is based on the sea-level observational

gdata discussed above. The epected spectral radiance from a 5 km thick

cloud was calculated for various scArtering angles and is shown in

Figure 2-3 illustrating the importance of the scattering angles. Soviet

measurements recorded at sea-level and reported by Sharonov (1960) are

in good agreement with these results for the visible region.

Of particular value is the noctilucent cloud radiance as a function

of satellite-stellar background geometry, i.e., as a function of satellite

altitude and look angle. Reference to the scattering angles (Figure 2-3)

associated with the desired look angle values gives noctilucent cloud

radiance for the spectral region 0.3 to 0.5g as a function of the look

angle for several satellite altitudes. Thus a satellite may encounter

noctilucent cloui radiance as high as 4.0 x 10-7 watts/cm 2 -ster for the

observation angles and altitudes associated wvh -tellar detection in

the 0.3 to 0.5 micron region.

191*
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2.4 AURORA

The irradiance at the satellite aperture due to auroraeinvolves

the assumption that the emitting aurora area imaged by a single cell is

much greater than the associated field of view (10-  ster). Typicai

I auroral displays of a discrete nature (homogeneous arcs and bands) occur

4 2
most often at high latitudes and many possess frontal areas of -10 km

Slant path considerations are not effective in the case of aurorae of

this type insofar as the latitudinal surface thickness may be only a

few kms. For aurorae located at high altitudes (cases observed between

600 .. 1000 km) the satellite may view auroraeat practically all geo-

graphical latitudes of appearauce because of symmetry considerations for

aurorae in buth the Nothern and Southern hemispheres. The frequency of

j appearance for the high altitude red diffuse auroraeat low latitudes,

however, is low. In general, auroraeradiate in the 100 km altitude

Iregion and may emit as an upper limit an average intensity level of
3.5 x 10- 8 watts/cm 2-ster in the spectral range 0.3 to 0.5 microns.

2.5 RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

A brief discussion of Rayleigh scattering in the earth's atmosphere.

as applied to satellite navigation, is given in another report of this

series (Naqvi 1962 II, hereafter referred to as Report II). For the

wavelength region 0.3ki to 0.5p, absorption ic negligible. The calcula-

tions of the radiation flux emerging from the top of the earth's atmos-

phere as a result of Rayleigh scattering of the light from the sun or

21



the moon is very complicated. The problem has been treated in detail

for a plane parallel atmosphere by Chandrasekhar (1950), Chandrasehhar

and Elbert (1954), and numerical calculations have been performed 'y

Coulson (1959) and by Coulson, Dave and Sekera (1960).

To understand the nature of the problem consider Figure 2-4 which

is drawn for a spherical atmosphere.

A coordinate system xyz is attached to an instantaneous positiov.

jof the satellite as shown. The horizontal plane xy is perpendicular to

the satellite-earth direction. Let the direction of the incident light

be such that its zenith angle is (° and Its azimuth is zero. Let us

consider the scattered radiation received from a d1rection (v - a' (),

through a solid angle dw. The total intensity of radiation is made up

of contributions from the volume elements such as dV. The problem is

complicated due to the following factors

(1) The radiation flux incident at any volume element dV is Lca

-- than or equals that incident at the "top" of the earth's atmosphere, on

account of Rayleigh scattering in the overlying region. The actual

incident flux depends upon the optical thickness of the atmosphere at

dV, along the path of radiation. This is different at different louacions

and depends strongly upon wavelength on account of )-4 dependence of

scattering cross-sections.

(2) The radiation scattered by volume element dV, in a solid

I angle da, in the direction of the satellite is further attenuated

(again on accoun, of Rayleigh scattering) on its way to tha sat-!lite

I detection system.

(3) The multiple scattering of radiation has to be considered.

I 22
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Table 2-3 based upon Diermendjian's (1955) calculations shows the

wave length dependence of the normal optical thicknessr(for Rayleigh

scattering only)at sea level

TABLE 2-3

1.00 0.50 0.25 0.15 0.05

>.,) 0.3125 0.3715 0.4365 0.4950 0.6440

Thus the normal optical thickness in the wavelength region n.I.u to 0.5g

is approximately between 0.15 and 1.

The observation angles a for various satellite heights h and

impact parameters of the 3cattered light beam with respect to the earth,

h = 0, 20 and 120 km, are given in Table 2-4.

In Figures 2-5 and 2-6, both taken from the work of Coulson (1959)

for a plane parallel atmosphere, the relative intensity is plotted for

various relevant variables (the normal optical thickness - of the

atmosphere, the zenith angle a- of the light source, the nadir angle ao0
of the direction of observation along which the scattered light is

received, and the azimuth angle (p of the direction of observation). In

both figures the reflectivity of the earth's surface is neglected, which

if taken into accountwould increase the relative intensity shown.

Figure 2-5 is drawn for T =0 and i and Figure 2-6 for cp = 0 only. For

other azimuth angles the relative intensity is slightly different, but

1fo simplicity we shall ignore all variations with azimuLh angles.
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I TAB.E 2-4

I THE OBSERVATION ARGLES FOR VARIOUS SATELLITE

HEIGHTS AND IMPACT PARAMETERS OF THE LIGHT BEAM

Satellite Impact Observation

Height Parameter Angle = cos a

h(km) ho(km)

200 0 750 50' 0.245

20 760 34' 0.232

120 810 3' 0.156

600 0 660 41 0.406

20 660 29' 0.399

1 120 680 37' 0.365

3100 0 420 17' 0.740

I 20 420 28' 0.738

120 430 17' 0.728

* 1 5000 0 340 6' 0.827

20 340 111 0.827

S120 40 20' 0.821
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Another point worthb noting is that the large increase of relative in-

tensity for a approaching 900 is the result of the assumption of a plane

parallel atmosphere. The theory is not applicable to a spherically

stra:ified atmosphere for large values of o.

To convert from relative to absolute intensity or radiance (in

watLs/'.m2 ster wavelength interval), the former must be multiplied by

F where AF is the incident flux (in watts/cm? wavelength interval) at

the "top" of the earth's atmosphere.

The relative intensities of scattered radiation are given in

Table 2-5 for four satellite heights (200, 600, 3100 and 5000 kms),

two look directions (corresponding to the Impact parameters of the light

rays = 0 and 120 km respectively), two wavelengths 0.3t and 0.5i (corres-

ponding to normal optical thickness = 1.0 and 0.15 respectively), and

two zenith angles of the source 84 and 37 . Note that more accurate

values could have been obtained by interpolating among the tables of

Coulson, Dave and Sekera (1960), but Gince the variation of relative

inter.sity with azimutb angle is neglected, there is little jjsjt4 f4catin

in carrying on such a calculation.

The relative intensity varies with , and therefore with wavelength.

The corr,'ct procedure for calculating the radiance in the wavelength

interval 0.1 to 0.5 Is therefore to use the appropriate incident flux,

which alsu varies with wavelength, and intenrate (or sum) over the

wavelength interval. For the sake of simplicity we shall, however, takei
an average value of relative intensity, with shorter wavelengthr caitying
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I
I

ITABLE 2-5

I
RELATIVE INENSITIES OF SCATTERED LIGHTI

!
Relative Intersities

Satellite Look Directio. 0 =
Height h(km) cos e X(P) o =843

1 200 0.24-0.16 0.3 1.0 0.17-0.23 0.37-0.4
0.5 0.15 0.i2-0.17 0.13-0.17

600 0.41-0.36 0.3 1.0 0.11-0.14 0.32-0.3)

1 0.5 0.15 0.06-0.09 0.05-0.0 

3100 0.74-73 0.3 1.0 0.06 0.26

0.5 0.15 0.033 0.033

5000 0.83-0.82 0.3 1.0 0.05 0.23

I0

'2 I~
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a greater weight, and for a satellite altitude of 200 km we shall asrumc

this to be 0.3. 3imilarly we shall use the total incident flux in the

wavelength interval mentioned above which for the sun turns out to be,

%F(sun) = 3.1 % 10-2 watts/cm
2

The incident flux from the moon, being reflected sunlight, has

I essentially the same spectral characteristics as the sunlight, at least

in the wavelength region of interest to us. The brightness of the full

moon is, however, less by a factor of 2 x 10"6 and the incident flux

gfrom the full moon is

F(full moon) - 6.2 x 10-8 watts/cut

The radiance of the earth's atmosphere due to scattered light is

N (sun) = 3 x 10"3 watts/cm2 ster

9 2
N (full moon) = 6 x 10 watts/cm ster

It should be mentioned that the flux of radiation from the moon

J diminishes rapidly with changing nases on either side of the full moon.

At quarter phase the flux is only about 11% of the full moon value. This

I shown in F 7 where % radiation flux is plotted against the

angle from the ssn.

k The visual magnitude of the sun and the moon are -26.9 and -17.7

respectively (Allen, 1957).
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SECTION 3

COMPARISON OF STELLAR AND ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION

In this section we will compare the irradiance of the Lyrical

bright stars likely -.o be used in satellite navigation by the terrestrial

occultation method with the irradiance of the atmosphere due to the various

sources discussed earlier. A discussion of the instrumental techniques

is beyond the scope of this report. For our purpose it is sufficieuzL to

consider d telescope and a suitable photoelectric photometric system. We

I shall assume a field of view of 10 l steradians.

Figure 3-1 illustrates typical occultation geometry. In position

(I), stellar signal is practically unattenuated and the irradiance of

the atmosphere due to all sources is practically zero, in the wavelength

region 0.3p to 0.5p. In position (2), the signal is still practically

unattenuated but the detoctor receives radiation from the atmo rh ic

sources (principally the (long slant path) airglow, the noctilucen..

clouds depending upon the relative position of the sun, and the aurorae

I if present). Tn position (3), the star light is attenuated by ,ayleigh

scatLeLing (Peport II) and some radiation is received from atmospheric

I sources alsc (principally due to Rayleigh scattering of sunlight and

moonlight depending upon Lhe relative positions of the two bodies with

Ir,.spect to the earth as well as with respect to each other, since this
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latter govirns the lunar phases, and also due to airglow and aurorae).

The estimates of atmospheric radiance in the 0.3 1o 0.5p region

are summarized in Table 3-1. The stellar signal to atmospheric noise1

ratio (:IN) for Sirius (mv = -1.43; ng = -1.55; color: blue; visually

the brightest star) and Betelgeute (m v 0.7; mpg = 2.44; color: red;

visually the brightest star of spectral class M) and for various atmos-

pheric sourcc are given. The instrumental field of view is assumed to be

10 isteradians. For any other field of view, the entries of Table 3-1

should be multiplied by one-tenth the field of view expressed in ster-

adians. Column 5 of Table 3-1 gives Ohe photographic limitinig magnitude

corresponding to stellar signal to atmospheric noise ratio of unity. The

last column gives the corrected value of the limiting magnitude for the

case where the starlight is attenuated by 0.8 magnitudes on account of

extinction in the atmosphere (Report II).

The radiance due to Rayleigh scattering of the sunlight is sc

large as to mask completely the starlight. It seems certain that no

useful observations of star occultations can be performed against the

foreground of the sunlit atmosphere including t'e Lwilight region. (For

the same reason t.e earth-bound astronomer waits until nighttime to make

his observations). If observations are confined to the night side of the

earth, the interference on accourt of day airglow and noctilucent clouds

need not be considered.

Auroral radiance is significant bur variable. From time to time

*it will interfere with occultation observations. For this rease-. we
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a
a

should have more stars available than the minimum number required.

I Night airglow is a constant feature of the night sky and form.i

I the principal quiescent background viewed by high altitude satellitoc.

Thc corrected stellar photographic magnitude for which the signal to

Inoise ratio is unity is 3.1. There are about 320 stars brighter than

this magnitude over the enrire sky. They are, however, not uniformly

distributed over the sky but showa tendency for clusLering around the

Igalactic plane (See Naqvi, 1962 I, hereafter referred to as Report I).

I Astronaut Glenn (1962) first reported seeing, from the .ight side

of the earth, a bright layer 6 to 8 degrees above the horizon and I

to 2 degrees wide. He noticed that as the stars come down close to the

horizon, they became relatively dim for a few seconds, then brightened

Iup again before they were occulted by the earth. These reports have

been confirmed by Astronaut Carpenter (O'Keefe, 1962) who established

that this is the airglow layer. He carried a filter for the X5577

auroral line, and noted that whereas the light of the moonlit earth

could not pass through the filter, light of the luminous band passed

Ithrough it with little attenuation. Based on Carpenter's observation

the surface brightness of the nightglow layer is estimated a;. x 10-3

lux per ste- ,dian. This is equivalent to 9 x 10"I0 watts per cm2 per

steradian, and. in view of the uncertainties of measurements and of our

calculations, agrees rather well with the value given in Table 3-1.
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The radiance of the scattered moonlight varics with the lunar

phases. At full moon the corrected stellar photographic magnitude for

which the signal to noise ratio is unity is 2.3. There are approxirately

60 stars brighter than this magnitude, although again not uniformly dis-

tributed over the sky. Scattered moonlight, and to sce extent the

night airglow are likely to cause sufficient interference with occultation

observations. Since the calculations presented in this report are pre-

liminary in character, we feel that more refinei calculations are

warranted, as well as more prerise observations from the satellites.

I
I
I

I
I

I
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